
4.  EASIER RAIL TRANSFERS

No heavy pulling or lifting upstairs and onto trains

If you need to transfer by rail to your next flight (e.g. from Heathrow to Gatwick) or travel

by rail to your next destination (both of which I've had to do several times), hefting a

heavy suitcase through train stations, such as London St. Pancras and on and off trains is

not fun when you're travelling solo. If you travel light, rail transfers are much easier.

3. WORRY-LESS CONNECTIONS

No wondering if your luggage will reach its final destination

If you have a connecting flight, your checked bags are usually forwarded to your

next destination. On some connecting flights, you may have to claim them first,

then re-check them before boarding your next flight. By travelling with carry-on

bags only, you don't have to worry that your luggage gets forwarded to the wrong

flight, or about missing your connection as you wait at the luggage carousel.

2.  QUICKER ARRIVALS & DEPARTURES
No waiting for your luggage when you arrive at your destination

I've found that since I only travel with carry-on luggage, I can often zip

through the airport on arrival (or even when checking in), as I do not

need to wait at the baggage carousel for checked luggage. Gone are

the days when mine is the last bag to appear on the carousel not to

mention the disappointment at finding damaged baggage.

5 REASONS TO
TRAVEL LIGHT
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Why travelling with carry-on luggage is a good idea
especially if you're travelling solo.

1.  LOWER FLIGHT PRICES

Lower or no extra charge on your economy flight price

There's a reason flight prices seem to have gotten cheaper over the years, especially for

short haul flights. Many airlines have removed the "One FREE Checked Bag" allowance

from their cheapest tickets and now charge for ALL checked luggage in both directions,

often charging more for heavier bags. Smaller airlines may also charge for carry-on

bags. If you don't add luggage at the time of booking, your checked bags may cost a

pretty penny when you check-in at the airport.

5. IT'S BETTER FOR THE ENVIRONMENT
Less weight means less fuel and less carbon emissions
If everyone travelled lighter, even if it means checking only one suitcase

instead of two, airplanes (as well as other modes of transportation),

will be lighter. This means they'll need to use less fuel for take off,

landing and during the flight. This is probably the most important

reason for travelling light whether you're travelling solo or not.

Need some ideas on how to pack light? 
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Contact me at Karen@KazCustomTravel.ca for my sustainable packing list


